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Abstract—By 2050, almost 70% of the population will live in cities. As the population grows, travel demand increases and this might affect air quality in urban areas. Traffic is among the main sources of pollution within cities. Therefore monitoring urban traffic means not only identifying congestion and managing accidents but also preventing the impact on air pollution. Urban traffic modeling and analysis is part of the advanced traffic intelligent management technologies that has become a crucial sector for smart cities. Its main purpose is to predict congestion states of a specific urban transport network and propose improvements in the traffic network that might result into a decrease of the travel times, air pollution and fuel consumption.

This paper describes the implementation of an urban traffic flow model in the city of Modena based on real traffic sensor data. This is part of a wide European project that aims at studying the correlation among traffic and air pollution, therefore at combining traffic and air pollution simulations for testing various urban scenarios and raising citizen awareness about air quality where necessary.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic is a significant source of air pollution, especially of particulate matter (PM) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and remains the main source of environmental noise in Europe [1], although some emissions have been reduced in the last decade. An estimated 3.7 million premature deaths are attributed to ambient (outdoor) air pollution, based on WHO data from 2012. Overall, higher urban air pollution concentrations increase the risk for cardiovascular and respiratory disease, cancer and adverse birth outcomes, and also are associated with higher death rates.

As the population grows, the travel demands increase and, consequently, the volume of vehicles that are moving on urban roads also explodes. This continuing growth in vehicle use means that efforts to reduce emissions from individual vehicles are in danger of being overtaken by increases in the volume of traffic. Since traffic is among the main sources of pollution within an urban area, monitoring traffic flows means not only identifying congestion and managing accidents but also preventing the impact on air quality. Smart cities should be an integrated ecosystem able to offer a better quality of life to citizens. Modelling traffic is a critical issues for several cities [2]–[4].

In this paper, we describe how a smart city can take advantage of a traffic model generated from the collection and integration of real traffic data. This will be the first step in order to understand the effect of traffic on urban air quality. This work is part of the TRAFAIR project [5], [6]. An EU co-funded project that brings together 9 partners from two European countries (Italy and Spain) to develop innovative and sustainable services combining air quality, weather conditions, and traffic flows data to increase the awareness on urban air quality for the benefit of citizens and government decision-makers. TRAFAIR aims to supervise the level of pollution on an urban scale in 6 European cities by producing a provision of real-time estimates of air pollution on an urban scale exploiting a network of air quality sensors and by developing a service for forecasting urban air quality based on weather forecasts and traffic flows.

The main goal of this paper is to describe our integrated traffic simulation model which would provide traffic flow within the city of Modena. Firstly some related research work are presented in section II. Secondly, we concentrate on collecting all the relevant information on the sensor network such as sensor position, type, and data provided (this is described in Section III). Thirdly, we focus on creating a road network of the city as much precise as possible, by integrating data from Open Street Map, adding and fixing information on road restrictions (described in Section IV). Then, we build a microscopic traffic simulation model using real data sets from the local traffic sensors (outlined in Section V). In the end, we perform some in-depth analysis on the output obtained by the traffic model such as an investigation of peaks and trends on the average working day, an evaluation on the most congested roads, a comparison between different simulation configurations (detailed in Section VI). Moreover, we experimented some scenario of real-time estimation of traffic flows within the city of Modena (in Section VII) in order to evaluate performance and reliability of the traffic model.

Modena is an Italian city of 186 000 inhabitants, capital of the homonymous province in the Emilia-Romagna region.

Within the TRAFAIR project, all relevant information for creating a traffic model for the city has been collected and stored in a database, the TRAFAIR DB. As shown in Figure 1, real-time traffic related information are collected from regional sensors (A) and urban sensors (C). The road network of the city is created filtering information from Open Street Map and enriched this with traffic restrictions and rules (B). Information about the position and type of traffic sensors has also been added. All these information are stored in a relational PostgreSQL database\textsuperscript{1}. The simulation model (SUMO) queries the database to retrieve real data from sensors and implement

\textsuperscript{1}https://www.postgresql.org/
a traffic model; the simulated traffic flows all around the road network is also stored in the database (D). SUMO is executed remotely on a HPC (High Performance Computing) platform since it requires computing resources and time.

II. RELATED WORK

Urban mobility has, in recent years, become an object of study in an attempt to improve it in order to increase citizens well-being. Smart mobility could be perceived as a set of coordinated actions addressed at improving the efficiency, the effectiveness and the environmental sustainability of cities [7]. The literature is full of paper that address this issue [8], and the European Union has defined numerous programs and funding opportunities such as European Fund for Strategic Investments, European Structural and Investment Funds, Connecting Europe Facility funds, Urban Innovative Actions, URBACT, Interreg Europe and many others.

A critical aspect that qualifies smart mobility is the use of a huge volume of data [9]. For implementing an effective mobility, these data must be up-to-date, and in many cases, real-time information. In order to obtain this information there are two main possibilities: employ crowdsourced data that monitor citizen movements, using GPS (usually taxi GPS trajectories data are employed as in [10]) and Bluetooth data from mobile phones (as in [11] and [12]) or take advantage of traffic sensor data using them as input for a traffic simulation model.

Crowdsourcing is useful to improve urban mobility, several projects rely on up-to-date information supplied by users. On the other hand, when measurements are the key elements, we should make use of a set of sensors spread in the urban context.

Google Traffic [13], INRIX [14], [15], HERE traffic API [16] and Open Transport map [17], TOMTOM [18], BING Traffic API [19], are monitoring traffic tools that can characterize urban traffic conditions using crowdsourced data.

In [17], Open transport Map is introduced, Open Transport Map is a web-based map derived from Open Street Map. The data collected are all stored in an infrastructure suitable for network analyses. This is an example of how traffic data can be stored and analysed. Traffic data used to produce the map are historical data (not real-time), but demographic data are also taken into account to obtain an annual average traffic volume for every road.

An example of traffic simulation using traffic sensors data is described in [20], here are presented three real word traffic scenarios in the city of Bologna, selected areas are small and traffic demand is evaluated starting from real sensor data, then SUMO is used to simulate traffic.

In our traffic model, we have employed a similar solution but how sensor data are used is quite different. Routes of vehicles are dynamically adapted considering the number of vehicles counted by every traffic sensor. The simulated area is bigger and covers the whole urban area of the city of Modena.

Another possibility could be to use crowdsourced data and traffic sensor data in the same model. An example of this solution is described in [21], data coming from different sources like traffic counters and floating car data are aggregated together with origin-destination matrix to provide a view of the traffic situation in the west of Austria.

We are considering to assemble data from crowdsourced resources and use them to enrich our model following this example.

III. SENSOR DATA COLLECTION

Traffic speed, flow and density are the fundamental traffic state parameters crucial for setting up a traffic flow model. Having information about the real number of vehicles in the street allows to realize more realistic dynamic traffic models. Several types of detectors could be used: preformed loops, magnetic detectors, pressure detectors, radars, microwaves, video cameras and induction loops. In the context of this project we are using induction loops, since the city of Modena already has them installed in several roadways. They are the most commonly used detectors present in a lot of cities. They can be placed on one or more lanes as in Figure 2 or positioned on a service lane reserved to buses and taxi. Induction loops are insulated, electrically conducting loop installed under the road surface; generally, a lead-in cable connects the loop to the detector: an electronic unit that detects the presence of vehicles above the loop as described in [22]. The inductance of a coil is calculated as:

\[ L = N \times B \times A / I \]  

where \( L \) is the inductance (H), \( N \) is the number of turns, \( B \) is the magnetic flux density (webers/m²), \( A \) is a cross-sectional area of a coil (m²) and \( I \) is the current flowing through the coil (A). When a vehicle is over an induction loop the value of the inductance is reduced due to Eddy currents as described in [23]. The Eddy currents create another magnetic field in the metal object (the vehicle passing). This induced magnetic field opposes the magnetic field of the inductive loop, and
therefore reduces the magnetic flux density of the loop, which in turn reduces the inductance of the loop, as the inductance is proportional to the magnetic flux density (as is explained by Formula 1). Eddy currents induced in the vehicle decrease the inductance of the loop, therefore the resulting effect is a decrease in inductance. The electronic unit of the induction loop senses the reduction in the value of inductance as a decrease in frequency and sends a pulse to the controller. The other measure collected is the average speed of vehicles passing through the induction loop. The speed is calculated for every vehicle as the ration between the length of the induction loop and the difference between the time when the reduction of the induction loop is sensed and the time when the inductance increases because the vehicle is passed and there is no more Eddy current. This is the procedure used in dual loop sensors, single loop procedure to estimate speed is discussed in [24].

Fig. 2. Location of traffic sensors on the road surface.

In the city of Modena, there are about 400 traffic sensors and they are located into two types of roads:

- the urban traffic sensors (blue spots in Figure 3) are placed on municipality roads within the ring road near the traffic lights; the provider of their data is the Municipality of Modena²,
- the regional traffic sensors (purple spots in Figure 3) are located on provincial and state roads, that are the main access roads to the city; the provider of this data is Lepida S.c.p.A.³, a regional company.

All these sensors are induction loops and are able to count the number of vehicles passing through them and the average speed; in addition, the regional traffic sensors are able to identify the type of vehicle passing through the sensor and provide the number of each type of vehicle (medium and large trucks, buses, motorcycles, vans, pickup trucks, articulated lorries, cars). Each urban traffic sensor provides one measurement every minute, while the sampling rate of the regional traffic sensors is 15 minutes. Before starting the TRAFAIR project, the localization of the urban traffic sensors was stored by the Municipality only through “.PNG” images of the junctions with small rectangles indicating the sensors. After a preliminary analysis of these images, a human-supervised comparison using Google Maps was needed to understand the exact GPS coordinates of each sensor. The coordinates, the name of the street and the lane of each sensor were stored in a ”.csv” file and then imported in the TRAFAIR DB. The same information related to the regional traffic sensors, instead, was provided by Lepida S.c.p.A. through a ”.csv” file, which was imported in the TRAFAIR DB.

Fig. 3. Modena map with regional (purple spots) and urban (blue spots) traffic sensors (map from [25]).

All the real-time data of the traffic sensors coming from different providers are stored in the TRAFAIR DB. As shown in Figure 1, the real-time data of the traffic sensors are collected using two different procedures according to the providers of the data. The regional sensor data are queried through a web service, while the urban sensor data are first stored in a local PostgreSQL database and then copied in the TRAFAIR DB.

The regional web service is queried by using a link with the following structure:

http://195.62.186.135/sensornet/getAllHourData/measure_ID/YYYY-MM-DD%20HH:MM:SS,

where measure_ID is the identifier of the traffic sensor of which we want to obtain the real-time data, and YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS is the timestamp indicating the hour for which we want to obtain the real-time data.

The web service approximates the timestamp to the hour removing any minutes and seconds and provides a JSON file⁴ with four observations (one observation for every 15 minutes in the interval). Each observation contains its timestamp, the total number of the vehicles passing through the traffic sensor in the following 15 minutes starting from the timestamp, the number of each type of vehicle and the average speed of the vehicles. To obtain the real-time data, we implemented a script in Python that sends one request to the web service every 15 minutes for each regional traffic sensor. The script uses the Python module request⁵ of the urllib library to open the URL of the web service and the library json⁶ to decode

²https://www.comune.modena.it/
³https://www.lepida.net/
⁴An example of a JSON file is available at http://trafair.eu/lepida-json/
⁵https://docs.python.org/3.0/library/urllib.request.html
⁶https://docs.python.org/3/library/json.html
the output of the web service. Before sending the request, the script selects the timestamp of the last observation of the specified regional traffic sensor. Indeed, we implemented a table in the database in which we store the timestamp of the observation of each regional traffic sensor every time we insert a new observation. After the request, our script parses the information of the JSON file and stores it in the TRAFAIR DB. Then, the script updates the last timestamp of that traffic sensor. The 54 regional traffic sensors produce an average of 48900 observations per day.

The urban sensor data are made available through the ssh connection to the local PostgreSQL database implemented by the Municipality of Modena, that is the owner of the urban traffic sensors. Each urban traffic sensor provides one observation each minute. Each observation contains the timestamp, the total number of the vehicles in one minute starting from the timestamp and the average speed. To obtain the real-time data, we send the query to the local PostgreSQL database to select the observations starting from the latest timestamp for the urban traffic sensors in the TRAFAIR DB. Then, the result of the query is copied on the TRAFAIR DB. The 345 urban traffic sensors produce around 379204 observations every day.

IV. THE ROAD NETWORK

In order to run a simulation model, a road network of the city is needed and it can be a simplified version of the real road network containing the restrictions and the traffic signs. Within the TRAFAIR project, the road network of the city of Modena was extracted from Open Street Map\(^7\) (OSM) [26], a collection of geographical data born as a collaborative project, and stored in the TRAFAIR DB. Data of OSM are distributed under the Open Database License. Everyone can create an account on the OSM web site to integrate or revise already available information or insert a new one. For the TRAFAIR scope, we verified that OSM contains data by the Regional Administration of Emilia Romagna provided by Geopartale E-R.

It is common to find some mistakes or missing information working on geographical data obtained from OSM. The best thing to do in these cases is to integrate OSM data with the information that is needed. It is possible both to change existing features or to add tags and properties as described in [27]. Checking information of Modena in OSM, an analysis of the road network was done to understand the completeness of OSM data in the area of interest. The most important information for our scope is number of lanes, street name, max speed allowed and roadway directions. In our case of study, the number of lanes needs to be known because induction loop sensors are located in a precise lane. We discovered that only 36.28% of OSM streets have information about lane number. Since the relevance of that information, it was manually integrated directly in OSM by looking at the pictures showing traffic light junctions and sensors position.

OSM data are XML based and are structured around three main elements: nodes, ways and relations.

Nodes are points in the space represented by their latitude and longitude and a unique identifier. Each node can contain several tags that describe the content and the meaning of the node. Tags elements describe specific features of map elements. Every tag is composed of a key and a value. Keys are employed to describe topics, categories, or types of feature and values are the corresponding numeric or textual information.

Ways elements are not always a representation of a roadway, they are an ordered list of nodes. Indeed also buildings and parking areas can be represented using the way element. Moreover, ways can have tag sub-elements which give more information about what they represent in reality.

A relation is a group of elements that are referred to as members and it is used to define a geographical relationship between them. In a relation, every member can also have a role that specifies the part it plays in it. Restrictions are a specific type of relation that represent traffic signals and obligations.

For creating the Modena road network, we make use of OSM data. OSM data can be filtered, for example, to include only one type of ways or to exclude a type of nodes. We select the polygon of interest that covers the urban area of Modena, then, we filter:

- all the ways with the highway tag (this tag ensures that the way is a road) excluding some values: 'proposed', 'pedestrian', 'cycleway', 'path', 'track', 'footway', 'steps', 'raceway' and 'service', because these roads are not affected by vehicular traffic flows,
- all the nodes in the polygon connecting these ways extracted,
- all the relations of restriction type referring to the ways and nodes above.

This information was included in the TRAFAIR DB and in the SUMO model.

Several tables in the TRAFAIR DB are used to store the Modena road network. A Python script using Overpy\(^8\) was realized. Overpy is a Python Wrapper to access the Overpass API\(^9\). It allows sending a query to obtain OSM data contained in a specified polygon defined by a sequence of latitude and longitude pairs. We select the polygon of interest retrieving latitudes and longitudes and we query the Overpass API to filter the data of interest and load this data in the DB.

The SUMO road network has been created by using osm-filter\(^10\) and Netconverter, a SUMO tool to convert the OSM map into the SUMO map. Indeed, SUMO requires maps with a structure a little different from the OSM map. SUMO map does not have ways, but edges that connect two nodes in a given direction. Edges can have one or more lanes, each lane has a proper direction, its restrictions and traffic signs that could be different from other lanes of the same edge. In OSM, there is only the information about the number of lanes in ev-

\(^7\)www.openstreetmap.org

\(^8\)https://pypi.org/project/overpy/

\(^9\)http://overpass-api.de/

ever way, lanes are not described as a specific object. Therefore, also restrictions and traffic signs are defined between two ways and not between two lanes. Netconverter allows to specify some parameters to define several aspects of the conversion: whether to keep or not the geometry of polygons representing buildings included in OSM map, automatically join lanes that have the same permissions and do not admit lane changing or keep them separated, enable roundabout guessing where traffic signs and street geometry suggest their presence. The obtained SUMO map is a connected graph which contains all traffic signs, traffic lights and restrictions included in OSM. A lane will be connected with all the other lanes where it is allowed to drive starting from it. A vehicle can only move across connected lanes.

V. TRAFFIC MODEL

In this section, we describe how we have implemented a micro-simulation dynamic traffic model based on the real traffic data for the city of Modena. Traffic data is required for every point of the city. Thus, to estimate vehicle flows, a dynamic traffic model, based on induction loop sensors real measurements, was realized. Traffic models simulate the appearance of a traffic system integrating mathematical models as described in [28]. The simulations are realized by using open source resources: SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) as the simulation tool and OSM as the source of geographical data.

An overview of the model structure is depicted in Figure 4.

![Fig. 4. Overview of the model structure.](image)

SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility)\(^\text{11}\) is an open-source, highly portable, microscopic and continuous road traffic simulation package and is designed to handle large road networks. This simulation suite has been continuously developed for more than 15 years and has been extensively successfully applied in different projects related to urban traffic management, traffic emission and other traffic issues [29]. In SUMO time is discrete and every time step of the simulation corresponds to one second in reality. SUMO gives the user the possibility to configure it in several ways including different objects and tools to adapt it to the necessities of use. As a micro-traffic model, every vehicle that moves within the simulated network is modelled individually. Instead, the macro-traffic model simulates vehicles as groups, or more precisely, flows, moving all in the same way and with the same route as a fluid in a tube. The speed and the acceleration of the vehicle are updated depending on the vehicle ahead and the traffic state of the road network. When simulating traffic, the street restrictions, such as maximum velocity and right of way rules, are regarded as described in [30]. SUMO supports a lot of different inputs: routes derived from sensor data, routes derived from an origin-destination matrix, GPS routes and also random routes. All of them can help to enrich the simulation and adapt it to the case scenario.

In order to set up the model, it is important to define some SUMO objects: calibrators and virtual induction loop detectors were inserted to compare real measurements with values obtained in the simulation. Calibrators are used to redirect vehicle routes [31]. The positions of these objects need to be the real position induction loop sensors in the streets. A calibrator acts by monitoring the number of vehicles passing through them: removing vehicles or inserting new vehicles if the flow value measured by the real traffic sensor is different from vehicle counted in the simulation. Calibrators can also modify the speed of vehicles passing if their detected speed is different from the average speed measured in reality. Every calibrator has several flow definitions, one for every fifteen minutes of simulation indicating the total number of vehicles measured in the interval and their average speed. A calibrator needs at least one vehicle flow definition, i.e. the value of vehicle counts and speed that the calibrator aspires to reach in a defined time interval. Flows can be employed to program a calibrator, they assign the aspired number of vehicles in a time interval. Calibrators have to be associated with a "route probe" object which is used to determine the route distribution for all vehicles that passed an edge in a given time interval. As soon as the first vehicle has passed the route probe detector, the calibrator will be able to use the route of that vehicle to create new vehicles or assign a new route to the existing ones. In [32], a detailed description of the employed model can be found.

In our implementation, SUMO directly queries the TRAFAIR DB tables in which measurements from induction loop sensors are collected in real-time, then the configuration file of SUMO is produced and the SUMO simulation can start. Psycopg\(^\text{12}\) Python library was used to query the database to obtain the sensors data in order to organize them in the

---

\(^{11}\)https://sumo.dlr.de

\(^{12}\)http://initd.org/psycopg/
required XML files. Therefore the creation of the input file for SUMO is automatized. The input files are created inside Trafair server and then, since the traffic model is executed in a remote HPC resource, these files are copied in a remote directory and the simulation is configured and started in one of the remote resource nodes. Once the simulation is ended, the obtained output files are generated in a specific directory on the remote resource. These files are then copied and synchronized on the Trafair server through an SSH procedure.

The main output produced by SUMO is an XML file that includes information about vehicle count, lane density and average speed for every road in the map and every minute of simulation. The generated output provides a possible, complete representation of the traffic in the urban area of Modena and it can be directly stored in the TRAFAIR DB. Inserting virtual induction loop detectors in the simulation, another output file is produced, containing the exact counts and speed of vehicles for every minute of the simulation and every virtual induction loop detector inserted, thus potentially in every road of Modena. Besides, other types of output can be generated, such as video, graphs and images, managing the XML file.

VI. ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC FLOWS

Through the collection of several simulation outputs, the average trend for every day of the week had been evaluated as described in [33]. Then these average trends were compared with daily simulations to identify unusual trends and detect the location of the city where road traffic was irregular. Several outputs obtained simulating November weekly days were considered to evaluate a mean value of vehicles count for every one of the 297 points, where traffic sensors are located, every fifteen minutes. As can be seen in Figure 5, the average curve shows a peak in the morning, then an increment during lunchtime, then a growth during the afternoon and evening hours followed by a strong reduction of vehicles at night.

In order to communicate the traffic model results obtained and identify what are the areas of the city where jams are frequent during the performed simulation, additional data elaborations are needed. Output data obtained from the simulation are spatio-temporal data, their spatial dimension is important to analyse too. The more effective way to compare different edges is to show them on a map with colours indicating the value of vehicles counted. The visualization tool allowed to generate an image for every minute of simulation. This image was a reproduction of the same map used by SUMO where edges colours depend on the number of vehicles passing in the minute of simulation the image refers to, as in Figure 6. Once all the images have been saved in a directory, an Audio Video Interleave file will be generated using a Python script and OpenCv library [34]. In the video\[13\] is possible to see the evolution of the traffic situation during the simulated interval.

![Fig. 5. The curve represents the average weekday obtained calculating an average of all weekly days in November 2018.](image)

The output of the traffic model includes the value of traffic density: the number of vehicles per kilometres driving through the lane every minute in the simulation. When density grows over a critical value, the flow starts to decrease and vehicles are congested. Traffic density is a good indicator of traffic estate. Since the number of vehicles that could be over a one-kilometre section of road to avoid traffic congestion is similar in different types of roads. There is a cut off value of lane density which can be interpreted as a signal of congestion. This value was estimated to be around 100 vehicles per km. A Python script was realised to return the name of the congested street, given a lane-based simulation output. This script also shows the percentage of minutes of the simulation in which the roadway was congested and lists the time instants in which the density was above the cut off value for the designed lane. Then it generates a word cloud in which name of the streets appears with a font size proportional of times in which their traffic density was above the cut-off. Examples are given in Figure 7.

![Fig. 6. Map of Modena in a November Monday at 8:00 in the morning. Colours indicate the number of vehicles in each edge and the red ones are the more populated.](image)

VII. TOWARDS REAL-TIME TRAFFIC MODELLING

In order to generate the real-time traffic model of Modena, performance analysis of SUMO has been made and the configuration to run the model has been improved to make the whole implementation fast. Although in Modena the collection of traffic data is made in real-time, the reconstruction of traffic flows within the streets is not immediate because it requires time to be computed by the simulation model. Daily simulations usually require more than 12 hours.

Several tests show that the simulated interval is an important parameter influencing the performance and the execution time of the simulation. Where congestion was observed, calibrators were not able to follow the real flow values due to the creation of traffic jams that did not allow to insert new vehicles. In real measurements the flow was very different from the simulated flow in these points. Reducing the duration of the simulation and simulating every hour independently will help to avoid the creation of fake jams. Further studies show that splitting the daily simulation into smaller intervals and running all the obtained sub-simulations in parallel would reduce strongly the time to perform the simulation and would also improve the results that appear more similar to real measurements. These simulations have been performed on the Finis Terrae II supercomputer: a Linux based heterogeneous cluster, with an Infiniband FDR low latency network interconnecting 317 computing nodes based on Intel Xeon Haswell processors. Sub-simulations of subsequent time intervals are ran in parallel, each one in a different core. The contemporary execution of all the sub-simulations allows us to reduce the execution time required to perform a daily simulation. When the simulation is restarted traffic jams that are not caused by real flows are removed, thus shorter simulation interval improve performance. In Figure 8, daily simulations obtained dividing the same day into sub-simulations of different duration were compared. All the simulations show a similar trend coherent with real measurements and the smaller the simulated interval is, the more similar to measured values the output is.

As we can see in Table I, the reduction in the time required to run the simulation would also allow to obtain results more frequently and update data and maps in semi-real-time.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Real simulation interval</th>
<th>Medium time required to obtain results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19 hours</td>
<td>almost 13 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 hours</td>
<td>almost 2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 hours</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>36 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>12 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, we have described how we generate an integrated data platform collecting geographical and sensors data from different sources to monitor the traffic flow in the city of Modena. The traffic model we implemented uses real data from 400 traffic sensors. It is able to deduce the traffic flows within all the roads of the city, starting from punctual information. The output of the model has been used to identify which are the most congested roads and to discover roads that have a similar trend of vehicles circulating during the day.

Some important limitations and possible solutions have also been highlighted in this paper. Firstly, the simulation strongly depends on the position of the detectors. Vehicles that do not have a route which involves roads where these detectors are placed would not be counted and simulated. Even if some roadways are very crowded in reality, if no detectors are present on these roads, their traffic density would appear low. Adding known routes (for example, by exploiting Origin-Destination matrices) can increase the reliability of the simulation. Secondly, simulations of long time intervals (more than 6 hours) take a long time to generate results and, also, might create fake traffic congestion. We evaluated that if the...
simulated time interval is less than 3 hours, the results are produced in less than 1 hour and no fake congestion are created in the traffic flows.

As future work, we intend to integrate our platform with open crowdsourced data in order to add traffic information where no traffic sensors are available. Besides, we are exploring how to make SUMO more efficient and to parallelize some calculations on traffic flows to improve the simulation execution time.
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